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Whiplash

Under the direction
of a ruthless
instructor, a
talented young
drummer begins to
pursue perfection at
any cost, even his
humanity.

2014

8.34

http://youtube.com/watch?v=7d_jQycdQGo

The
Shawshank
Redemption

Framed in the
1940s for the
double murder of
his wife and her
lover, upstanding
banker Andy
Dufresne begins a
new life at the
Shawshank prison,
where he puts his
accounting skills to
work for an amoral
warden. During his
long stretch in
prison, Dufresne
comes to be
admired by the
other inmates -including an older
prisoner named Red
-- for his integrity
and unquenchable
sense of hope.

1994

8.30

http://youtube.com/watch?v=WawU4ouldxU

The story spans the
years from 1945 to
1955 and chronicles
the fictional ItalianAmerican Corleone
crime family. When
organized crime
family patriarch
Vito Corleone barely
The Godfather
survives an attempt
on his life, his
youngest son,
Michael, steps in to
take care of the
would-be killers,
launching a
campaign of bloody
revenge.

1972

8.23

http://youtube.com/watch?v=sY1S34973zA

Interstellar

Interstellar
chronicles the
adventures of a
group of explorers
who make use of a
newly discovered
wormhole to
surpass the
limitations on
human space travel
and conquer the
vast distances
involved in an
interstellar voyage.

2014

8.17

http://youtube.com/watch?v=0vxOhd4qlnA

Room

Jack is a young boy
of 5 years old who
has lived all his life
in one room. He
believes everything
within it are the
only real things in
the world. But what
will happen when
his Ma suddenly
tells him that there
are other things
outside of Room?

2015

8.07

http://youtube.com/watch?v=E_Ci-pAL4eE

Fight Club

A ticking-time-bomb
insomniac and a
slippery soap
salesman channel
primal male
aggression into a
shocking new form
of therapy. Their
concept catches on,
with underground
"fight clubs"
forming in every
town, until an
eccentric gets in the
way and ignites an
out-of-control spiral
toward oblivion.

1999

8.03

http://youtube.com/watch?v=SUXWAEX2jlg
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Inside Out

Growing up can be
a bumpy road, and
it's no exception for
Riley, who is
uprooted from her
Midwest life when
her father starts a
new job in San
Francisco. Like all
of us, Riley is
guided by her
emotions - Joy, Fear,
Anger, Disgust and
Sadness. The
emotions live in
Headquarters, the
control center
inside Riley's mind,
where they help
advise her through
everyday life. As
Riley and her
emotions struggle
to adjust to a new
life in San
Francisco, turmoil
ensues in
Headquarters.
Although Joy, Riley's
main and most
important emotion,
tries to keep things
positive, the
emotions conflict on
how best to
navigate a new city,
house and school.

2015

8.02

http://youtube.com/watch?v=yRUAzGQ3nSY

The Dark
Knight

Batman raises the
stakes in his war on
crime. With the help
of Lt. Jim Gordon
and District
Attorney Harvey
Dent, Batman sets
out to dismantle the
remaining criminal
organizations that
plague the streets.
The partnership
proves to be
effective, but they
soon find
themselves prey to
a reign of chaos
unleashed by a
rising criminal
mastermind known
to the terrified
citizens of Gotham
as the Joker.

2008

8.02

http://youtube.com/watch?v=GVx5K8WfFJY

Pulp Fiction

A burger-loving hit
man, his
philosophical
partner, a drugaddled gangster's
moll and a washedup boxer converge
in this sprawling,
comedic crime
caper. Their
adventures unfurl in
three stories that
ingeniously trip
back and forth in
time.

1994

8.01

http://youtube.com/watch?v=s7EdQ4FqbhY

Guardians of
the Galaxy

Light years from
Earth, 26 years
after being
abducted, Peter
Quill finds himself
the prime target of
a manhunt after
discovering an orb
wanted by Ronan
the Accuser.

2014

8.00

http://youtube.com/watch?v=b7yOuhI1dzU

The Imitation
Game

Based on the real
life story of
legendary
cryptanalyst Alan
Turing, the film
portrays the nailbiting race against
time by Turing and
his brilliant team of
code-breakers at
Britain's top-secret
Government Code
and Cypher School
at Bletchley Park,
during the darkest
days of World War
II.

2014

7.98

http://youtube.com/watch?v=j2jRs4EAvWM
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Gone Girl

With his wife's
disappearance
having become the
focus of an intense
media circus, a man
sees the spotlight
turned on him when
it's suspected that
he may not be
innocent.

2014

7.95

http://youtube.com/watch?v=JU9PdgB3rsk

The Wolf of
Wall Street

A New York
stockbroker refuses
to cooperate in a
large securities
fraud case involving
corruption on Wall
Street, corporate
banking world and
mob infiltration.
Based on Jordan
Belfort's
autobiography.

2013

7.92

http://youtube.com/watch?v=iszwuX1AK6A

Inception

Cobb, a skilled thief
who commits
corporate espionage
by infiltrating the
subconscious of his
targets is offered a
chance to regain his
old life as payment
for a task
considered to be
impossible:
"inception", the
implantation of
another person's
idea into a target's
subconscious.

2010

7.86

http://youtube.com/watch?v=xitHF0IPJSQ

Aragorn is revealed
as the heir to the
ancient kings as he,
Gandalf and the
other members of
The Lord of
the broken
the Rings: The fellowship struggle
Return of the to save Gondor from
King
Sauron's forces.
Meanwhile, Frodo
and Sam bring the
ring closer to the
heart of Mordor, the
dark lord's realm.

2003

7.85

http://youtube.com/watch?v=co9SNfJNDN8

Big Hero 6

The special bond
that develops
between plus-sized
inflatable robot
Baymax, and
prodigy Hiro
Hamada, who team
up with a group of
friends to form a
band of high-tech
heroes.

2014

7.84

http://youtube.com/watch?v=z3biFxZIJOQ

12 Years a
Slave

In the pre-Civil War
United States,
Solomon Northup, a
free black man from
upstate New York,
is abducted and sold
into slavery. Facing
cruelty as well as
unexpected
kindnesses Solomon
struggles not only to
stay alive, but to
retain his dignity. In
the twelfth year of
his unforgettable
odyssey, Solomon’s
chance meeting
with a Canadian
abolitionist will
forever alter his life.

2013

7.83

http://youtube.com/watch?v=v2fDTOdWuQQ

Star Wars

Princess Leia is
captured and held
hostage by the evil
Imperial forces in
their effort to take
over the galactic
Empire.
Venturesome Luke
Skywalker and
dashing captain
Han Solo team
together with the
loveable robot duo
R2-D2 and C-3PO to
rescue the beautiful
princess and restore
peace and justice in
the Empire.

1977

7.81

http://youtube.com/watch?v=vZ734NWnAHA
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Never Back
Down: No
Surrender

Picking up after the
events of Never
Back Down 2,
former MMA
champion Case
Walker is on the
comeback trail to
become champion
once again.

2016

7.79

http://youtube.com/watch?v=B6y1a9IBN2Y

The thrilling second
chapter of the epic
How To Train Your
Dragon trilogy
brings back the
fantastical world of
Hiccup and
Toothless five years
later. While Astrid,
Snotlout and the
rest of the gang are
challenging each
other to dragon
races (the island's
new favorite contact
sport), the now
inseparable pair
How to Train
journey through the
Your Dragon 2
skies, charting
unmapped
territories and
exploring new
worlds. When one of
their adventures
leads to the
discovery of a
secret ice cave that
is home to hundreds
of new wild dragons
and the mysterious
Dragon Rider, the
two friends find
themselves at the
center of a battle to
protect the peace.

2014

7.78

http://youtube.com/watch?v=WCWJL6D1SZA

The true story of
how The Boston
Globe uncovered
the massive scandal
of child molestation
and cover-up within
the local Catholic
Archdiocese,
shaking the entire
Catholic Church to
its core.

2015

7.76

http://youtube.com/watch?v=yXymzwz0V2g

Young hobbit Frodo
Baggins, after
inheriting a
mysterious ring
from his uncle
Bilbo, must leave
his home in order to
keep it from falling
The Lord of
into the hands of its
the Rings: The evil creator. Along
Fellowship of
the way, a
the Ring
fellowship is formed
to protect the
ringbearer and
make sure that the
ring arrives at its
final destination:
Mt. Doom, the only
place where it can
be destroyed.

2001

7.75

http://youtube.com/watch?v=V75dMMIW2B4

Thomas A. Anderson
is a man living two
lives. By day he is
an average
computer
programmer and by
night a malevolent
hacker known as
Neo, who finds
himself targeted by
the police when he
is contacted by
Morpheus, a
legendary computer
hacker, who reveals
the shocking truth
about our reality.

1999

7.72

http://youtube.com/watch?v=m8e-FF8MsqU

Frodo and Sam are
trekking to Mordor
to destroy the One
Ring of Power while
Gimli, Legolas and
Aragorn search for
The Lord of
the orc-captured
the Rings: The Merry and Pippin.
Two Towers
All along, nefarious
wizard Saruman
awaits the
Fellowship
members at the
Orthanc Tower in
Isengard.

2002

7.72

http://youtube.com/watch?v=LbfMDwc4azU

Spotlight

The Matrix

Trailer

Poster
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Edge of
Tomorrow

Major Bill Cage is
an officer who has
never seen a day of
combat when he is
unceremoniously
demoted and
dropped into
combat. Cage is
killed within
minutes, managing
to take an alpha
alien down with
him. He awakens
back at the
beginning of the
same day and is
forced to fight and
die again... and
again - as physical
contact with the
alien has thrown
him into a time
loop.

2014

7.70

http://youtube.com/watch?v=yUmSVcttXnI

Kingsman:
The Secret
Service

The story of a
super-secret spy
organization that
recruits an
unrefined but
promising street kid
into the agency's
ultra-competitive
training program
just as a global
threat emerges
from a twisted tech
genius.

2014

7.65

http://youtube.com/watch?v=kl8F-8tR8to

American
Beauty

Lester Burnham, a
depressed suburban
father in a mid-life
crisis, decides to
turn his hectic life
around after
developing an
infatuation with his
daughter's
attractive friend.

1999

7.63

http://youtube.com/watch?v=96V-rAtTMGo

Django
Unchained

With the help of a
German bounty
hunter, a freed
slave sets out to
rescue his wife from
a brutal Mississippi
plantation owner.

2012

7.61

http://youtube.com/watch?v=22kz8C9glCk

Ex Machina

Caleb, a 26 year old
coder at the world's
largest internet
company, wins a
competition to
spend a week at a
private mountain
retreat belonging to
Nathan, the
reclusive CEO of the
company. But when
Caleb arrives at the
remote location he
finds that he will
have to participate
in a strange and
fascinating
experiment in which
he must interact
with the world's
first true artificial
intelligence, housed
in the body of a
beautiful robot girl.

2015

7.60

http://youtube.com/watch?v=EoQuVnKhxaM

The Martian

During a manned
mission to Mars,
Astronaut Mark
Watney is presumed
dead after a fierce
storm and left
behind by his crew.
But Watney has
survived and finds
himself stranded
and alone on the
hostile planet. With
only meager
supplies, he must
draw upon his
ingenuity, wit and
spirit to subsist and
find a way to signal
to Earth that he is
alive.

2015

7.59

http://youtube.com/watch?v=Ue4PCI0NamI
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After the
cataclysmic events
in New York with
The Avengers, Steve
Rogers, aka Captain
America is living
quietly in
Washington, D.C.
and trying to adjust
to the modern
world. But when a
S.H.I.E.L.D.
colleague comes
under attack, Steve
becomes embroiled
in a web of intrigue
that threatens to
put the world at
risk. Joining forces
with the Black
Captain
Widow, Captain
America: The
America struggles
Winter Soldier to expose the everwidening conspiracy
while fighting off
professional
assassins sent to
silence him at every
turn. When the full
scope of the
villainous plot is
revealed, Captain
America and the
Black Widow enlist
the help of a new
ally, the Falcon.
However, they soon
find themselves up
against an
unexpected and
formidable
enemy—the Winter
Soldier.

2014

7.59

http://youtube.com/watch?v=tbayiPxkUMM

Nightcrawler

A driven young man
(Gyllenhaal)
stumbles upon the
underground world
of L.A. freelance
crime journalism.
When Lou Bloom,
desperate for work,
muscles into the
world of L.A. crime
journalism, he blurs
the line between
observer and
participant to
become the star of
his own story.
Aiding him in his
effort is Nina, a TVnews veteran.

2014

7.59

http://youtube.com/watch?v=u1uP_8VJkDQ

WALL·E

WALL•E is the last
robot left on an
Earth that has been
overrun with
garbage and all
humans have fled to
outer space. For
700 years he has
continued to try and
clean up the mess,
but has developed
some rather
interesting humanlike qualities. When
a ship arrives with a
sleek new type of
robot, WALL•E
thinks he's finally
found a friend and
stows away on the
ship when it leaves.

2008

7.58

http://youtube.com/watch?v=8-_9n5DtKOc

The ultimate X-Men
ensemble fights a
war for the survival
of the species
across two time
X-Men: Days
periods as they join
of Future Past
forces with their
younger selves in an
epic battle that
must change the
past – to save our
future.

2014

7.57

http://youtube.com/watch?v=gsjtg7m1MMM

Thirty years after
defeating the
Galactic Empire,
Han Solo and his
allies face a new
threat from the evil
Kylo Ren and his
army of
Stormtroopers.

2015

7.56

http://youtube.com/watch?v=sGbxmsDFVnE

Star Wars:
The Force
Awakens
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Frozen

Young princess
Anna of Arendelle
dreams about
finding true love at
her sister Elsa’s
coronation. Fate
takes her on a
dangerous journey
in an attempt to end
the eternal winter
that has fallen over
the kingdom. She's
accompanied by ice
delivery man
Kristoff, his
reindeer Sven, and
snowman Olaf. On
an adventure where
she will find out
what friendship,
courage, family, and
true love really
means.

2013

7.53

http://youtube.com/watch?v=TbQm5doF_Uc

Alien

During its return to
the earth,
commercial
spaceship Nostromo
intercepts a distress
signal from a
distant planet.
When a threemember team of the
crew discovers a
chamber containing
thousands of eggs
on the planet, a
creature inside one
of the eggs attacks
an explorer. The
entire crew is
unaware of the
impending
nightmare set to
descend upon them
when the alien
parasite planted
inside its
unfortunate host is
birthed.

1979

7.51

http://youtube.com/watch?v=097uj1HjkbM

Kill Bill: Vol. 1

An assassin is shot
at the altar by her
ruthless employer,
Bill, and other
members of their
assassination circle.
But "The Bride"
lives to plot her
vengeance. Setting
out for some
payback, she makes
a death list and
hunts down those
who wronged her,
saving Bill for last.

2003

7.47

http://youtube.com/watch?v=3sbKt3ptUJo

Zootopia

Determined to
prove herself,
Officer Judy Hopps,
the first bunny on
Zootopia's police
force, jumps at the
chance to crack her
first case - even if it
means partnering
with scam-artist fox
Nick Wilde to solve
the mystery.

2016

7.46

http://youtube.com/watch?v=jWM0ct-OLsM

The Dark
Knight Rises

Following the death
of District Attorney
Harvey Dent,
Batman assumes
responsibility for
Dent's crimes to
protect the late
attorney's
reputation and is
subsequently
hunted by the
Gotham City Police
Department. Eight
years later, Batman
encounters the
mysterious Selina
Kyle and the
villainous Bane, a
new terrorist leader
who overwhelms
Gotham's finest. The
Dark Knight
resurfaces to
protect a city that
has branded him an
enemy.

2012

7.46

http://youtube.com/watch?v=7gFwvozMHR4
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Fury

Last months of
World War II in
April 1945. As the
Allies make their
final push in the
European Theater, a
battle-hardened
U.S. Army sergeant
in the 2nd Armored
Division named
Wardaddy
commands a
Sherman tank
called "Fury" and its
five-man crew on a
deadly mission
behind enemy lines.
Outnumbered and
outgunned,
Wardaddy and his
men face
overwhelming odds
in their heroic
attempts to strike at
the heart of Nazi
Germany.

2014

7.45

http://youtube.com/watch?v=q94n3eWOWXM

The Hunger
Games:
Catching Fire

Katniss Everdeen
has returned home
safe after winning
the 74th Annual
Hunger Games
along with fellow
tribute Peeta
Mellark. Winning
means that they
must turn around
and leave their
family and close
friends, embarking
on a "Victor's Tour"
of the districts.
Along the way
Katniss senses that
a rebellion is
simmering, but the
Capitol is still very
much in control as
President Snow
prepares the 75th
Annual Hunger
Games (The Quarter
Quell) - a
competition that
could change
Panem forever.

2013

7.45

http://youtube.com/watch?v=jyPnQw_Lqds

Furious 7

Deckard Shaw
seeks revenge
against Dominic
Toretto and his
family for his
comatose brother.

2015

7.43

http://youtube.com/watch?v=Skpu5HaVkOc

Dawn of the
Planet of the
Apes

A group of scientists
in San Francisco
struggle to stay
alive in the
aftermath of a
plague that is
wiping out
humanity, while
Caesar tries to
maintain dominance
over his community
of intelligent apes.

2014

7.43

http://youtube.com/watch?v=DpSaTrW4leg

When Tony Stark
tries to jumpstart a
dormant
peacekeeping
program, things go
awry and Earth’s
Mightiest Heroes
are put to the
ultimate test as the
fate of the planet
hangs in the
Avengers: Age
balance. As the
of Ultron
villainous Ultron
emerges, it is up to
The Avengers to
stop him from
enacting his terrible
plans, and soon
uneasy alliances
and unexpected
action pave the way
for an epic and
unique global
adventure.

2015

7.42

http://youtube.com/watch?v=tmeOjFno6Do
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external_data/movies/posters/the_conjuring_2013.jpg

Paranormal
investigators Ed and
Lorraine Warren
work to help a
family terrorized by
a dark presence in
their farmhouse.
The Conjuring
Forced to confront a
powerful entity, the
Warrens find
themselves caught
in the most
terrifying case of
their lives.

2013

7.36

http://youtube.com/watch?v=Vjk2So3KvSQ

external_data/movies/posters/finding_nemo_2003.jpg

Finding Nemo

A tale which follows
the comedic and
eventful journeys of
two fish, the fretful
Marlin and his
young son Nemo,
who are separated
from each other in
the Great Barrier
Reef when Nemo is
unexpectedly taken
from his home and
thrust into a fish
tank in a dentist's
office overlooking
Sydney Harbor.
Buoyed by the
companionship of a
friendly but
forgetful fish named
Dory, the overly
cautious Marlin
embarks on a
dangerous trek and
finds himself the
unlikely hero of an
epic journey to
rescue his son.

2003

7.34

http://youtube.com/watch?v=SPHfeNgogVs

The Avengers

When an
unexpected enemy
emerges and
threatens global
safety and security,
Nick Fury, director
of the international
peacekeeping
agency known as
S.H.I.E.L.D., finds
himself in need of a
team to pull the
world back from the
brink of disaster.
Spanning the globe,
a daring
recruitment effort
begins!

2012

7.32

http://youtube.com/watch?v=eOrNdBpGMv8

Mad Max:
Fury Road

An apocalyptic story
set in the furthest
reaches of our
planet, in a stark
desert landscape
where humanity is
broken, and most
everyone is crazed
fighting for the
necessities of life.
Within this world
exist two rebels on
the run who just
might be able to
restore order.
There's Max, a man
of action and a man
of few words, who
seeks peace of mind
following the loss of
his wife and child in
the aftermath of the
chaos. And Furiosa,
a woman of action
and a woman who
believes her path to
survival may be
achieved if she can
make it across the
desert back to her
childhood
homeland.

2015

7.31

http://youtube.com/watch?v=hEJnMQG9ev8

Birdman

A fading actor best
known for his
portrayal of a
popular superhero
attempts to mount a
comeback by
appearing in a
Broadway play. As
opening night
approaches, his
attempts to become
more altruistic,
rebuild his career,
and reconnect with
friends and family
prove more difficult
than expected.

2014

7.31

http://youtube.com/watch?v=2bqh-UCY6Zg
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The Hateful
Eight

Bounty hunters seek
shelter from a
raging blizzard and
get caught up in a
plot of betrayal and
deception.

2015

7.30

http://youtube.com/watch?v=6_UI1GzaWv0

Batman
Begins

Driven by tragedy,
billionaire Bruce
Wayne dedicates his
life to uncovering
and defeating the
corruption that
plagues his home,
Gotham City.
Unable to work
within the system,
he instead creates a
new identity, a
symbol of fear for
the criminal
underworld - The
Batman.

2005

7.29

http://youtube.com/watch?v=dYYRjVof6TU

Southpaw

Billy "The Great"
Hope, the reigning
junior middleweight
boxing champion,
has an impressive
career, a loving wife
and daughter, and a
lavish lifestyle.
However, when
tragedy strikes,
Billy hits rock
bottom, losing his
family, his house
and his manager.
He soon finds an
unlikely savior in
Tick Willis, a former
fighter who trains
the city's toughest
amateur boxers.
With his future on
the line, Hope fights
to reclaim the trust
of those he loves the
most.

2015

7.26

http://youtube.com/watch?v=11tsR0kI1ZQ

Pirates of the
Caribbean:
The Curse of
the Black
Pearl

Jack Sparrow, a
freewheeling 17thcentury pirate who
roams the
Caribbean Sea butts
heads with a rival
pirate bent on
pillaging the village
of Port Royal. When
the governor's
daughter is
kidnapped, Sparrow
decides to help the
girl's love save her.
But their seafaring
mission is hardly
simple.

2003

7.24

http://youtube.com/watch?v=naQr0uTrH_s

The Equalizer

In The Equalizer,
Denzel Washington
plays McCall, a man
who believes he has
put his mysterious
past behind him and
dedicated himself to
beginning a new,
quiet life. But when
McCall meets Teri
(Chloë Grace
Moretz), a young
girl under the
control of ultraviolent Russian
gangsters, he can’t
stand idly by – he
has to help her.
Armed with hidden
skills that allow him
to serve vengeance
against anyone who
would brutalize the
helpless, McCall
comes out of his
self-imposed
retirement and finds
his desire for justice
reawakened. If
someone has a
problem, if the odds
are stacked against
them, if they have
nowhere else to
turn, McCall will
help. He is The
Equalizer.

2014

7.23

http://youtube.com/watch?v=qNggvk8QtaY

Poster
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Now You See
Me

An FBI agent and an
Interpol detective
track a team of
illusionists who pull
off bank heists
during their
performances and
reward their
audiences with the
money.

2013

7.23

http://youtube.com/watch?v=VXuQDNdbd5E

Titanic

84 years later, a
101-year-old woman
named Rose DeWitt
Bukater tells the
story to her
granddaughter
Lizzy Calvert, Brock
Lovett, Lewis
Bodine, Bobby Buell
and Anatoly
Mikailavich on the
Keldysh about her
life set in April 10th
1912, on a ship
called Titanic when
young Rose boards
the departing ship
with the upper-class
passengers and her
mother, Ruth
DeWitt Bukater, and
her fiancé, Caledon
Hockley.
Meanwhile, a drifter
and artist named
Jack Dawson and
his best friend
Fabrizio De Rossi
win third-class
tickets to the ship in
a game. And she
explains the whole
story from
departure until the
death of Titanic on
its first and last
voyage April 15th,
1912 at 2:20 in the
morning.

1997

7.22

http://youtube.com/watch?v=2e-eXJ6HgkQ

Iron Man

Tony Stark. Genius,
billionaire, playboy,
philanthropist. Son
of legendary
inventor and
weapons contractor
Howard Stark.
When Tony Stark is
assigned to give a
weapons
presentation to an
Iraqi unit led by Lt.
Col. James Rhodes,
he's given a ride on
enemy lines. That
ride ends badly
when Stark's
Humvee that he's
riding in is attacked
by enemy
combatants. He
survives - barely with a chest full of
shrapnel and a car
battery attached to
his heart. In order
to survive he comes
up with a way to
miniaturize the
battery and figures
out that the battery
can power
something else.
Thus Iron Man is
born. He uses the
primitive device to
escape from the
cave in Iraq. Once
back home, he then
begins work on
perfecting the Iron
Man suit. But the
man who was put in
charge of Stark
Industries has plans
of his own to take
over Tony's
technology for other
matters.

2008

7.20

http://youtube.com/watch?v=KAE5ymVLmZg

Creed

The former World
Heavyweight
Champion Rocky
Balboa serves as a
trainer and mentor
to Adonis Johnson,
the son of his late
friend and former
rival Apollo Creed.

2015

7.16

http://youtube.com/watch?v=JQ9OhBYjTds

Poster
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Deadpool

Based upon Marvel
Comics’ most
unconventional antihero, DEADPOOL
tells the origin story
of former Special
Forces operative
turned mercenary
Wade Wilson, who
after being
subjected to a rogue
experiment that
leaves him with
accelerated healing
powers, adopts the
alter ego Deadpool.
Armed with his new
abilities and a dark,
twisted sense of
humor, Deadpool
hunts down the man
who nearly
destroyed his life.

2016

7.15

http://youtube.com/watch?v=FyKWUTwSYAs

The Revenant

In the 1820s, a
frontiersman, Hugh
Glass, sets out on a
path of vengeance
against those who
left him for dead
after a bear
mauling.

2015

7.15

http://youtube.com/watch?v=LoebZZ8K5N0

The Hobbit:
The Battle of
the Five
Armies

Immediately after
the events of The
Desolation of
Smaug, Bilbo and
the dwarves try to
defend Erebor's
mountain of
treasure from
others who claim it:
the men of the
ruined Laketown
and the elves of
Mirkwood.
Meanwhile an army
of Orcs led by Azog
the Defiler is
marching on
Erebor, fueled by
the rise of the dark
lord Sauron.
Dwarves, elves and
men must unite, and
the hope for MiddleEarth falls into
Bilbo's hands.

2014

7.13

http://youtube.com/watch?v=Y6Fv5StfAxA

John Wick

After the sudden
death of his beloved
wife, John Wick
receives one last
gift from her, a
beagle puppy
named Daisy, and a
note imploring him
not to forget how to
love. But John's
mourning is
interrupted when
his 1969 Boss
Mustang catches
the eye of sadistic
thug Iosef Tarasov
who breaks into his
house and steals it,
beating John
unconscious in the
process.
Unwittingly, he has
just reawakened
one of the most
brutal assassins the
underworld has
ever known.

2014

7.10

http://youtube.com/watch?v=RllJtOw0USI

Mission:
Impossible Rogue Nation

Ethan and team
take on their most
impossible mission
yet, eradicating the
Syndicate - an
International rogue
organization as
highly skilled as
they are, committed
to destroying the
IMF.

2015

7.08

http://youtube.com/watch?v=gOW_azQbOjw

A military officer in
command of a drone
operation to capture
terrorists in Kenya
sees her mission
Eye in the Sky
escalate from
“capture” to “kill”
just as a nine-year
old girl enters the
kill zone.

2016

7.08

http://youtube.com/watch?v=g-PUAiUK5vc

Poster
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Title

Overview

When three friends
finally come to after
a raucous night of
bachelor-party
revelry, they find a
baby in the closet
and a tiger in the
bathroom. But they
can't seem to locate
their best friend,
The Hangover
Doug -- who's
supposed to be
tying the knot.
Launching a frantic
search for Doug, the
trio perseveres
through a nasty
hangover to try to
make it to the
church on time.
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Brooklyn
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Até Que A
Sorte Nos
Separe 3 - A
Falência Final

In 1950s Ireland
and New York,
young Ellis Lacey
has to choose
between two men
and two countries.

Set in a postapocalyptic world,
young Thomas is
deposited in a
community of boys
after his memory is
erased, soon
learning they're all
trapped in a maze
that will require him
to join forces with
fellow "runners" for
a shot at escape.
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2009

7.07

http://youtube.com/watch?v=jj6wcUes1no

2015

7.07

http://youtube.com/watch?v=15syDwC000k

2015

7.05

http://youtube.com/watch?v=2lvg1KkU2s4

2014

7.00

http://youtube.com/watch?v=3b946aGm0zs

2016

7.00

NULL
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The Maze
Runner
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Vai que Dá
Certo 2
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Hush

A deaf woman is
stalked by a
psychotic killer in
her secluded home.

2016

6.98

http://youtube.com/watch?v=Q_P8WCbhC6s

Bridge of
Spies

During the Cold
War, the Soviet
Union captures U.S.
pilot Francis Gary
Powers after
shooting down his
U-2 spy plane.
Sentenced to 10
years in prison,
Powers' only hope is
New York lawyer
James Donovan,
recruited by a CIA
operative to
negotiate his
release. Donovan
boards a plane to
Berlin, hoping to
win the young man's
freedom through a
prisoner exchange.
If all goes well, the
Russians would get
Rudolf Abel, the
convicted spy who
Donovan defended
in court.

2015

6.96

http://youtube.com/watch?v=vn2nCuzTd4w

Following the
events of Age of
Ultron, the
collective
governments of the
world pass an act
designed to regulate
all superhuman
Captain
activity. This
America: Civil
polarizes opinion
War
amongst the
Avengers, causing
two factions to side
with Iron Man or
Captain America,
which causes an
epic battle between
former allies.

2016

6.91

http://youtube.com/watch?v=62DwFKBJNv8
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Ant-Man

Armed with the
astonishing ability
to shrink in scale
but increase in
strength, con-man
Scott Lang must
embrace his innerhero and help his
mentor, Dr. Hank
Pym, protect the
secret behind his
spectacular AntMan suit from a
new generation of
towering threats.
Against seemingly
insurmountable
obstacles, Pym and
Lang must plan and
pull off a heist that
will save the world.

2015

6.91

http://youtube.com/watch?v=xInh3VhAWs8

Iron Man 3

The brash-butbrilliant industrialist
Tony Stark faces an
enemy whose reach
knows no bounds.
When Stark finds
his personal world
destroyed at his
enemy’s hands, he
embarks on a
harrowing quest to
find those
responsible. This
journey, at every
turn, will test his
mettle. With his
back against the
wall, Stark is left to
survive by his own
devices, relying on
his ingenuity and
instincts to protect
those closest to him.
As he fights his way
back, Stark
discovers the
answer to the
question that has
secretly haunted
him: does the man
make the suit or
does the suit make
the man?

2013

6.86

http://youtube.com/watch?v=YLorLVa95Xo

Thor: The
Dark World

Thor fights to
restore order across
the cosmos… but an
ancient race led by
the vengeful
Malekith returns to
plunge the universe
back into darkness.
Faced with an
enemy that even
Odin and Asgard
cannot withstand,
Thor must embark
on his most perilous
and personal
journey yet, one
that will reunite him
with Jane Foster
and force him to
sacrifice everything
to save us all.

2013

6.85

http://youtube.com/watch?v=npvJ9FTgZbM

The Hobbit:
An
Unexpected
Journey

Bilbo Baggins, a
hobbit enjoying his
quiet life, is swept
into an epic quest
by Gandalf the Grey
and thirteen
dwarves who seek
to reclaim their
mountain home
from Smaug, the
dragon.

2012

6.84

http://youtube.com/watch?v=dFQS8IKrUHA

Cinderella

When her father
unexpectedly passes
away, young Ella
finds herself at the
mercy of her cruel
stepmother and her
daughters. Never
one to give up hope,
Ella's fortunes begin
to change after
meeting a dashing
stranger in the
woods.

2015

6.83

http://youtube.com/watch?v=n44EWI92Tc8

Poster
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Concussion

A dramatic thriller
based on the
incredible true
David vs. Goliath
story of American
immigrant Dr.
Bennet Omalu, the
brilliant forensic
neuropathologist
who made the first
discovery of CTE, a
football-related
brain trauma, in a
pro player and
fought for the truth
to be known.
Omalu's emotional
quest puts him at
dangerous odds
with one of the most
powerful
institutions in the
world.

2015

6.83

http://youtube.com/watch?v=oYGt8Cy_nUc

Look Who's
Back

Adolf Hitler wakes
up in a vacant lot in
Berlin, with no
knowledge of
anything that
happened after
1945. Homeless and
destitute. Although
everyone recognizes
him, nobody
believes that he is
Hitler; instead, they
think he is either a
comedian, or a
method actor.

2015

6.80

NULL
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Skyfall

When Bond's latest
assignment goes
gravely wrong and
agents around the
world are exposed,
MI6 is attacked
forcing M to
relocate the agency.
These events cause
her authority and
position to be
challenged by
Gareth Mallory
(Ralph Fiennes), the
new Chairman of
the Intelligence and
Security Committee.
With MI6 now
compromised from
both inside and out,
M is left with one
ally she can trust:
Bond. 007 takes to
the shadows - aided
only by field agent,
Eve (Naomie
Harris) - following a
trail to the
mysterious Silva
(Javier Bardem),
whose lethal and
hidden motives have
yet to reveal
themselves.

2012

6.79

http://youtube.com/watch?v=6kw1UVovByw

external_data/movies/posters/the_hunger_games_mockingjay__part_1_2014.jpg

The Hunger
Games:
Mockingjay Part 1

Katniss Everdeen
reluctantly becomes
the symbol of a
mass rebellion
against the
autocratic Capitol.

2014

6.76

http://youtube.com/watch?v=C_Tsj_wTJkQ

external_data/movies/posters/transformers_the_last_knight_2017.jpg

Transformers:
The Last
Knight

2017

6.70

NULL

A private eye
investigates the
apparent suicide of
The Nice Guys a fading porn star in
1970s Los Angeles
and uncovers a
conspiracy.

2016

6.69

http://youtube.com/watch?v=Ihb8vCrj2kc

In the heat of the
summer lays a
lonesome house in
the countryside
where nine year old
twin brothers await
their mother’s
return. When she
comes home,
bandaged after
cosmetic surgery,
nothing is like
before and the
children start to
doubt whether this
woman is actually
who she says she is.

2014

6.66

http://youtube.com/watch?v=HCjApb9EDcg
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Anomalisa

A man crippled by
the mundanity of his
life experiences
something out of
the ordinary.

2015

6.63

http://youtube.com/watch?v=WQkHA3fHk_0

Twenty-two years
after the events of
Jurassic Park, Isla
Nublar now features
a fully functioning
Jurassic World
dinosaur theme
park, Jurassic
World, as originally
envisioned by John
Hammond.

2015

6.63

http://youtube.com/watch?v=RFinNxS5KN4

Chappie

Every child comes
into the world full of
promise, and none
more so than
Chappie: he is
gifted, special, a
prodigy. Like any
child, Chappie will
come under the
influence of his
surroundings—some
good, some
bad—and he will
rely on his heart
and soul to find his
way in the world
and become his own
man. But there's
one thing that
makes Chappie
different from any
one else: he is a
robot.

2015

6.61

http://youtube.com/watch?v=HhNshgSYF_M

Iron Man 2

With the world now
aware of his dual
life as the armored
superhero Iron
Man, billionaire
inventor Tony Stark
faces pressure from
the government, the
press, and the
public to share his
technology with the
military. Unwilling
to let go of his
invention, Stark,
along with Pepper
Potts, and James
"Rhodey" Rhodes at
his side, must forge
new alliances - and
confront powerful
enemies.

2010

6.61

http://youtube.com/watch?v=BoohRoVA9WQ

The Hunger
Games:
Mockingjay Part 2

With the nation of
Panem in a full
scale war, Katniss
confronts President
Snow in the final
showdown. Teamed
with a group of her
closest friends –
including Gale,
Finnick, and Peeta –
Katniss goes off on
a mission with the
unit from District 13
as they risk their
lives to stage an
assassination
attempt on
President Snow who
has become
increasingly
obsessed with
destroying her. The
mortal traps,
enemies, and moral
choices that await
Katniss will
challenge her more
than any arena she
faced in The Hunger
Games.

2015

6.59

http://youtube.com/watch?v=n-7K_OjsDCQ

Penguins of
Madagascar

Skipper, Kowalski,
Rico and Private
join forces with
undercover
organization The
North Wind to stop
the villainous Dr.
Octavius Brine from
destroying the
world as we know it.

2014

6.59

http://youtube.com/watch?v=KHGHEpUeUwo
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Minions

Minions Stuart,
Kevin and Bob are
recruited by Scarlet
Overkill, a supervillain who,
alongside her
inventor husband
Herb, hatches a plot
to take over the
world.

2015

6.57

http://youtube.com/watch?v=jc86EFjLFV4

Me Before
You

A small town girl is
caught between
dead-end jobs. A
high-profile,
successful man
becomes wheelchair
bound following an
accident. The man
decides his life is
not worth living
until the girl is
hired for six months
to be his new
caretaker. Worlds
apart and trapped
together by
circumstance, the
two get off to a
rocky start. But the
girl becomes
determined to prove
to the man that life
is worth living and
as they embark on a
series of adventures
together, each finds
their world
changing in ways
neither of them
could begin to
imagine.

2016

6.52

http://youtube.com/watch?v=T0MmkG_nG1U

Thor

Against his father
Odin's will, The
Mighty Thor -a
powerful but
arrogant warrior
god -recklessly
reignites an ancient
war. Thor is cast
down to Earth and
forced to live among
humans as
punishment. Once
here, Thor learns
what it takes to be a
true hero when the
most dangerous
villain of his world
sends the darkest
forces of Asgard to
invade Earth.

2011

6.50

http://youtube.com/watch?v=uHBnrJowBZE

Insurgent

Beatrice Prior must
confront her inner
demons and
continue her fight
against a powerful
alliance which
threatens to tear
her society apart.

2015

6.49

http://youtube.com/watch?v=jfaqVegF2mo

10 Cloverfield
Lane

Waking up from a
car accident, a
young woman finds
herself in the
basement of a man
who says he's saved
her life from a
chemical attack that
has left the outside
uninhabitable.

2016

6.48

http://youtube.com/watch?v=saHzng8fxLs

The Loft

For five men, the
opportunity to share
a penthouse in the
city -- in which to
carry on
extramarital affairs
-- is a dream come
true, until the dead
body of an unknown
woman turns up.
Realizing that her
killer must be one of
their group, the
men are gripped by
paranoia as each
one suspects
another.
Friendships are
tested, loyalties are
questioned, and
marriages crumble
while fear and
suspicion run
rampant.

2014

6.47

http://youtube.com/watch?v=1bJZYqGfYGE

Poster
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Warcraft

The peaceful realm
of Azeroth stands on
the brink of war as
its civilization faces
a fearsome race of
invaders: orc
warriors fleeing
their dying home to
colonize another. As
a portal opens to
connect the two
worlds, one army
faces destruction
and the other faces
extinction. From
opposing sides, two
heroes are set on a
collision course that
will decide the fate
of their family, their
people, and their
home.

2016

6.46

http://youtube.com/watch?v=2Rxoz13Bthc

Alice Through
the Looking
Glass

In the sequel to Tim
Burton's "Alice in
Wonderland", Alice
Kingsleigh returns
to Underland and
faces a new
adventure in saving
the Mad Hatter.

2016

6.44

http://youtube.com/watch?v=OiEG3Zr_Jxs

Maze Runner:
The Scorch
Trials

Thomas and his
fellow Gladers face
their greatest
challenge yet:
searching for clues
about the
mysterious and
powerful
organization known
as WCKD. Their
journey takes them
to the Scorch, a
desolate landscape
filled with
unimaginable
obstacles. Teaming
up with resistance
fighters, the
Gladers take on
WCKD’s vastly
superior forces and
uncover its
shocking plans for
them all.

2015

6.44

http://youtube.com/watch?v=-44_igsZtgU

The Good
Dinosaur

An epic journey into
the world of
dinosaurs where an
Apatosaurus named
Arlo makes an
unlikely human
friend.

2015

6.44

http://youtube.com/watch?v=daFnEiLEx70

Life on the
Line

A crew of men who
do the high-wire
work of fixing the
electrical grid are
hit by a sudden
deadly storm.

2016

6.44

NULL

Kung Fu
Panda 3

Continuing his
"legendary
adventures of
awesomeness", Po
must face two
hugely epic, but
different threats:
one supernatural
and the other a little
closer to his home.

2016

6.43

http://youtube.com/watch?v=fGPPfZIvtCw

Captain
America: The
First Avenger

Predominantly set
during World War
II, Steve Rogers is a
sickly man from
Brooklyn who's
transformed into
super-soldier
Captain America to
aid in the war
effort. Rogers must
stop the Red Skull –
Adolf Hitler's
ruthless head of
weaponry, and the
leader of an
organization that
intends to use a
mysterious device of
untold powers for
world domination.

2011

6.43

http://youtube.com/watch?v=W4DlMggBPvc

Ted 2

Newlywed couple
Ted and Tami-Lynn
want to have a
baby, but in order to
qualify to be a
parent, Ted will
have to prove he's a
person in a court of
law.

2015

6.42

http://youtube.com/watch?v=S3AVcCggRnU

Poster
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Ice Age: The
Meltdown

Diego, Manny and
Sid return in this
sequel to the hit
animated movie Ice
Age. This time
around, the deep
freeze is over, and
the ice-covered
earth is starting to
melt, which will
destroy the trio's
cherished valley.
The impending
disaster prompts
them to reunite and
warn all the other
beasts about the
desperate situation.

2006

6.40

http://youtube.com/watch?v=kDP8ERAUnZc

The Lobster

In a dystopian near
future, single
people, according to
the laws of The City,
are taken to The
Hotel, where they
are obliged to find a
romantic partner in
forty-five days or
are transformed
into beasts and sent
off into The Woods.

2015

6.38

http://youtube.com/watch?v=fpt0tn1-54k

Bone
Tomahawk

During a shootout in
a saloon, Sheriff
Hunt injures a
suspicious stranger.
One of the villagers
takes care of him in
prison. One day
they both disappear
– only the spear of a
cannibal tribe is
found. Hunt and a
few of his men go in
search of the
prisoner and his
nurse.

2015

6.37

http://youtube.com/watch?v=0ZbwtHi-KSE

Joy

A story based on the
life of a struggling
Long Island single
mom who became
one of the country's
most successful
entrepreneurs.

2015

6.32

http://youtube.com/watch?v=uR-2TiQVY-k

The Jungle
Book

An orphan boy is
raised in the Jungle
with the help of a
pack of wolves, a
bear and a black
panther.

2016

6.29

http://youtube.com/watch?v=HcgJRQWxKnw

Eddie the
Eagle

Inspired by true
events, Eddie the
Eagle is a feel-good
story about Michael
"Eddie" Edwards
(Taron Egerton), an
unlikely but
courageous British
ski-jumper who
never stopped
believing in himself
- even as an entire
nation was counting
him out. With the
help of a rebellious
and charismatic
coach (played by
Hugh Jackman),
Eddie takes on the
establishment and
wins the hearts of
sports fans around
the world by making
an improbable and
historic showing at
the 1988 Calgary
Winter Olympics.

2016

6.29

http://youtube.com/watch?v=izUPEHMqmTM
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Run All Night

Brooklyn mobster
and prolific hit man
Jimmy Conlon, once
known as The
Gravedigger, has
seen better days.
Longtime best
friend of a mob
boss, Jimmy, now
55, is haunted by
the sins of his
past—as well as a
dogged police
detective who’s
been one step
behind Jimmy for 30
years. But when
Jimmy’s estranged
son becomes a
target, Jimmy must
make a choice
between the crime
family he chose and
the real family he
abandoned long
ago. Now, with
nowhere safe to
turn, Jimmy has just
one night to figure
out exactly where
his loyalties lie and
to see if he can
finally make things
right.

2015

6.28

http://youtube.com/watch?v=7uDuFh-nC-c

Lucy

A woman,
accidentally caught
in a dark deal, turns
the tables on her
captors and
transforms into a
merciless warrior
evolved beyond
human logic.

2014

6.28

http://youtube.com/watch?v=bN7ksFEVO9U

Self/less

An extremely
wealthy elderly man
dying from cancer
undergoes a radical
medical procedure
that transfers his
consciousness to
the body of a
healthy young man
but everything may
not be as good as it
seems when he
starts to uncover
the mystery of the
body's origins and
the secret
organization that
will kill to keep its
secrets.

2015

6.25

http://youtube.com/watch?v=Mc4sz6neHDs

13 Hours: The
Secret
Soldiers of
Benghazi

An American
Ambassador is
killed during an
attack at a U.S.
compound in Libya
as a security team
struggles to make
sense out of the
chaos.

2016

6.23

http://youtube.com/watch?v=rGl2flB0Idk

external_data/movies/posters/tomorrowland_2015.jpg

Tomorrowland

Bound by a shared
destiny, a bright,
optimistic teen
bursting with
scientific curiosity
and a former boygenius inventor
jaded by
disillusionment
embark on a
danger-filled
mission to unearth
the secrets of an
enigmatic place
somewhere in time
and space that
exists in their
collective memory
as "Tomorrowland."

2015

6.22

http://youtube.com/watch?v=0sH0__SpV88

external_data/movies/posters/a_walk_among_the_tombstones_2014.jpg

A Walk
Among the
Tombstones

Private investigator
Matthew Scudder is
hired by a drug
kingpin to find out
who kidnapped and
murdered his wife.

2014

6.21

http://youtube.com/watch?v=0JjRoh13vzY
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Spectre

A cryptic message
from Bond’s past
sends him on a trail
to uncover a sinister
organization. While
M battles political
forces to keep the
secret service alive,
Bond peels back the
layers of deceit to
reveal the terrible
truth behind
SPECTRE.

2015

6.19

http://youtube.com/watch?v=kQx_SrKS1sQ

Solace

A psychic doctor,
John Clancy, works
with an FBI special
agent in search of a
serial killer. After
having lived in
isolation for two
years, since the
death of his
daughter, Clancy is
asked by his friend
Joe, an FBI special
agent to help him
solve several
murders committed
by a serial killer.

2015

6.19

http://youtube.com/watch?v=m4nnteB_4fM

Dracula
Untold

Vlad Tepes is a
great hero, but
when he learns the
Sultan is preparing
for battle and needs
to form an army of
1,000 boys,
including Vlad's
son, he vows to find
a way to protect his
family. Vlad turns to
dark forces in order
to get the power to
destroy his enemies
and agrees to go
from hero to
monster as he's
turned into the
mythological
vampire Dracula.

2014

6.19

http://youtube.com/watch?v=m6wXYp-AMgs

Ice Age:
Continental
Drift

Manny, Diego, and
Sid embark upon
another adventure
after their continent
is set adrift. Using
an iceberg as a ship,
they encounter sea
creatures and battle
pirates as they
explore a new
world.

2012

6.18

http://youtube.com/watch?v=DjGf2v2Z-3E

Ice Age:
Collision
Course

Set after the events
of Continental Drift,
Scrat's epic pursuit
of his elusive acorn
catapults him
outside of Earth,
where he
accidentally sets off
a series of cosmic
events that
transform and
threaten the planet.
To save themselves
from peril, Manny,
Sid, Diego, and the
rest of the herd
leave their home
and embark on a
quest full of thrills
and spills, highs and
lows, laughter and
adventure while
traveling to exotic
new lands and
encountering a host
of colorful new
characters.

2016

6.16

http://youtube.com/watch?v=yPmm1JhygIo

Night at the
Museum:
Secret of the
Tomb

When the magic
powers of The
Tablet of
Ahkmenrah begin to
die out, Larry Daley
(Ben Stiller) spans
the globe, uniting
favorite and new
characters while
embarking on an
epic quest to save
the magic before it
is gone forever.

2014

6.12

http://youtube.com/watch?v=Hr1fFMp0MqU
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Horrible
Bosses 2

Dale, Kurt and Nick
decide to start their
own business but
things don't go as
planned because of
a slick investor,
prompting the trio
to pull off a
harebrained and
misguided
kidnapping scheme.

2014

6.12

http://youtube.com/watch?v=IHF89tYikKg

Taken 3

Ex-government
operative Bryan
Mills finds his life is
shattered when he's
falsely accused of a
murder that hits
close to home. As
he's pursued by a
savvy police
inspector, Mills
employs his
particular set of
skills to track the
real killer and exact
his unique brand of
justice.

2015

6.12

http://youtube.com/watch?v=r0EPt7-J1eY

Lorraine and Ed
Warren travel to
north London to
The Conjuring help a single mother
2
raising four children
alone in a house
plagued by
malicious spirits.

2016

6.11

http://youtube.com/watch?v=KyA9AtUOqRM

Embrace of
the Serpent

The epic story of the
first contact,
encounter,
approach, betrayal
and, eventually, lifetranscending
friendship, between
Karamakate, an
Amazonian shaman,
last survivor of his
people, and two
scientists that, over
the course of 40
years, travel
through the Amazon
in search of a
sacred plant that
can heal them.
Inspired by the
journals of the first
explorers of the
Colombian Amazon,
Theodor KochGrunberg and
Richard Evans
Schultes.

2016

6.09

http://youtube.com/watch?v=Rz6KjgZ2Z7Q

San Andreas

In the aftermath of
a massive
earthquake in
California, a rescuechopper pilot makes
a dangerous journey
across the state in
order to rescue his
estranged daughter.

2015

6.08

http://youtube.com/watch?v=Bz9e0PGSDeU

The Divergent
Series:
Allegiant

Beatrice Prior and
Tobias Eaton
venture into the
world outside of the
fence and are taken
into protective
custody by a
mysterious agency
known as the
Bureau of Genetic
Welfare.

2016

6.07

http://youtube.com/watch?v=PUSiFAEhq1w
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X-Men:
Apocalypse

Since the dawn of
civilization, he was
worshipped as a
god. Apocalypse,
the first and most
powerful mutant
from Marvel’s XMen universe,
amassed the powers
of many other
mutants, becoming
immortal and
invincible. Upon
awakening after
thousands of years,
he is disillusioned
with the world as he
finds it and recruits
a team of powerful
mutants, including a
disheartened
Magneto, to cleanse
mankind and create
a new world order,
over which he will
reign. As the fate of
the Earth hangs in
the balance, Raven
with the help of
Professor X must
lead a team of
young X-Men to
stop their greatest
nemesis and save
mankind from
complete
destruction.

2016

6.06

http://youtube.com/watch?v=CmOZOk9j0Sk

The Interview

Dave Skylark is king
of the celebrity
interview and host
of the hit night time
talk show "Skylark
Tonight." The brain
behind Dave's
empire is his
producer and best
friend, Aaron
Rapoport.
Unfulfilled, Aaron
yearns to do
meaningful work.
He scores the
chance of a lifetime
when he secures an
interview for Dave
with Kim Jong-Un,
the mysterious and
ruthless dictator of
a nuclear-armed
North Korea. As
Dave and Aaron
prepare to leave for
North Korea, they
are approached by
the CIA and asked
to assassinate Kim.
They accept the
mission, becoming
two of the least
qualified men ever
to assassinate – or
interview – the most
dangerous man on
earth.

2014

6.05

http://youtube.com/watch?v=9oVzgybbU3M

Terminator
Genisys

The year is 2029.
John Connor, leader
of the resistance
continues the war
against the
machines. At the
Los Angeles
offensive, John's
fears of the
unknown future
begin to emerge
when TECOM spies
reveal a new plot by
SkyNet that will
attack him from
both fronts; past
and future, and will
ultimately change
warfare forever.

2015

5.98

http://youtube.com/watch?v=62E4FJTwSuc
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Teenage
Mutant Ninja
Turtles

The city needs
heroes. Darkness
has settled over
New York City as
Shredder and his
evil Foot Clan have
an iron grip on
everything from the
police to the
politicians. The
future is grim until
four unlikely outcast
brothers rise from
the sewers and
discover their
destiny as Teenage
Mutant Ninja
Turtles. The Turtles
must work with
fearless reporter
April and her wisecracking
cameraman Vern
Fenwick to save the
city and unravel
Shredder's
diabolical plan.

2014

5.93

http://youtube.com/watch?v=dwXFsrp6WBs

Reza a Lenda

In an arid and poor
region of Brazil,
bikers search for a
miracle to make it
rain and save the
land, risking their
lives. |

2016

5.92

NULL

The Angry
Birds Movie

An island populated
entirely by happy,
flightless birds or
almost entirely. In
this paradise, Red, a
bird with a temper
problem, speedy
Chuck, and the
volatile Bomb have
always been
outsiders. But when
the island is visited
by mysterious green
piggies, it’s up to
these unlikely
outcasts to figure
out what the pigs
are up to.

2016

5.92

http://youtube.com/watch?v=Cmd2veJheYY

Pixels

Video game experts
are recruited by the
military to fight
1980s-era video
game characters
who've attacked
New York.

2015

5.89

http://youtube.com/watch?v=XAHprLW48no

The Night
Before

In New York City for
their annual
tradition of
Christmas Eve
debauchery, three
lifelong best friends
set out to find the
Holy Grail of
Christmas parties
since their yearly
reunion might be
coming to an end.

2015

5.84

http://youtube.com/watch?v=kOBdxkhJvHQ

Terminator
Salvation

All grown up in
post-apocalyptic
2018, John Connor
must lead the
resistance of
humans against the
increasingly
dominating
militaristic robots.
But when Marcus
Wright appears, his
existence confuses
the mission as
Connor tries to
determine whether
Wright has come
from the future or
the past -- and
whether he's friend
or foe.

2009

5.81

http://youtube.com/watch?v=Sv6SM0w0B5A

Race

Jesse Owens' quest
to become the
greatest track and
field athlete in
history thrusts him
onto the world stage
of the 1936
Olympics, where he
faces off against
Adolf Hitler's vision
of Aryan supremacy.

2016

5.77

http://youtube.com/watch?v=eZ2eFxVlMXQ
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Now You See
Me 2

One year after
outwitting the FBI
and winning the
public’s adulation
with their mindbending spectacles,
the Four Horsemen
resurface in Now
You See Me: The
Second Act only to
find themselves face
to face with a new
enemy who enlists
them to pull off
their most
dangerous heist yet.

2016

5.77

http://youtube.com/watch?v=4I8rVcSQbic

external_data/movies/posters/midnight_special_2016.jpg

Midnight
Special

A father and son go
on the run after the
dad learns his child
possesses special
powers.

2016

5.75

http://youtube.com/watch?v=oVgxxdu-gJc

The Finest
Hours

The Coast Guard
makes a daring
rescue attempt off
the coast of Cape
Cod after a pair of
oil tankers are
destroyed during a
blizzard in 1952.

2016

5.63

http://youtube.com/watch?v=BQmllwTKtqU

Batman v
Superman:
Dawn of
Justice

Fearing the actions
of a god-like Super
Hero left
unchecked, Gotham
City’s own
formidable, forceful
vigilante takes on
Metropolis’s most
revered, modernday savior, while
the world wrestles
with what sort of
hero it really needs.
And with Batman
and Superman at
war with one
another, a new
threat quickly
arises, putting
mankind in greater
danger than it’s
ever known before.

2016

5.63

http://youtube.com/watch?v=0WWzgGyAH6Y

Exodus: Gods
and Kings

The defiant leader
Moses rises up
against the
Egyptian Pharaoh
Ramses, setting
600,000 slaves on a
monumental
journey of escape
from Egypt and its
terrifying cycle of
deadly plagues.

2014

5.60

http://youtube.com/watch?v=N4iSzHXOUEE

The Do-Over

The life of a bank
manager is turned
upside down when a
friend from his past
manipulates him
into faking his own
death and taking off
on an adventure.

2016

5.58

http://youtube.com/watch?v=_vAgH5EAdC0

The Boy

A nanny, working
for a family whose
son has just passed
away, finds herself
put in charge of
caring for a lifelike
doll that the couple
treat as a real child.

2016

5.58

http://youtube.com/watch?v=yPxybc_aJWU

The
Huntsman:
Winter's War

As two evil sisters
prepare to conquer
the land, two
renegades - Eric the
Huntsman - who
aided Snow White in
defeating Ravenna
in Snowwhite and
the Huntsman, and
his forbidden lover,
Sara, set out to stop
them.

2016

5.57

http://youtube.com/watch?v=V9cPxenX1-0

How to Be
Single

New York City is full
of lonely hearts
seeking the right
match, and what
Alice, Robin, Lucy,
Meg, Tom and
David all have in
common is the need
to learn how to be
single in a world
filled with everevolving definitions
of love.

2016

5.55

http://youtube.com/watch?v=xTPtIwJfLaQ
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external_data/movies/posters/hail_caesar_2016.jpg

Hail, Caesar!

Tells the comedic
tale of Eddie
Mannix, a fixer who
worked for the
Hollywood studios
in the 1950s. The
story finds him at
work when a star
mysteriously
disappears in the
middle of filming.

2016

5.51

http://youtube.com/watch?v=kMqeoW3XRa0

external_data/movies/posters/mothers_day_2016.jpg

Mother's Day

Intersecting stories
with different moms
collide on Mother's
Day.

2016

5.50

http://youtube.com/watch?v=AQkCNxIM5yk

external_data/movies/posters/finding_dory_2016.jpg

Finding Dory

Taking place a year
after finding Nemo,
Dory goes on a
journey to reunite
with her family.

2016

5.42

http://youtube.com/watch?v=oddWuCHBmzA

Sex Tape

When Jay and Annie
first got together,
their romantic
connection was
intense – but ten
years and two kids
later, the flame of
their love needs a
spark. To kick
things up a notch,
they decide – why
not? – to make a
video of themselves
trying out every
position in The Joy
of Sex in one
marathon threehour session. It
seems like a great
idea – until they
discover that their
most private video
is no longer private.
With their
reputations on the
line, they know
they’re just one
click away from
being laid bare to
the world... but as
their race to reclaim
their video leads to
a night they'll never
forget, they'll find
that their video will
expose even more
than they bargained
for.

2014

5.38

http://youtube.com/watch?v=sxl4aOyHSwo

Survivor

A Foreign Service
Officer in London
tries to prevent a
terrorist attack set
to hit New York, but
is forced to go on
the run when she is
framed for crimes
she did not commit.

2015

5.38

http://youtube.com/watch?v=yvkhoqo6QQ4

The Witch

New England in the
1630s: William and
Katherine lead a
devout Christian life
with five children,
homesteading on
the edge of an
impassable
wilderness. When
their newborn son
vanishes and crops
fail, the family turns
on one another.
Beyond their worst
fears, a
supernatural evil
lurks in the nearby
wood.

2016

5.37

http://youtube.com/watch?v=iQXmlf3Sefg

London Has
Fallen

In London for the
Prime Minister's
funeral, Mike
Banning discovers a
plot to assassinate
all the attending
world leaders.

2016

5.31

http://youtube.com/watch?v=oQhX4JxGHtw

Jupiter
Ascending

In a universe where
human genetic
material is the most
precious
commodity, an
impoverished young
Earth woman
becomes the key to
strategic maneuvers
and internal strife
within a powerful
dynasty…

2015

5.31

http://youtube.com/watch?v=THVFkk-sEus
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Scream at the
Devil

A beautiful
schizophrenic
woman is pushed
over the edge by
her husbands elicit
affairs and when
her hallucinations
become reality the
Devil comes to take
his due. Is Miriam
insane or has the
Devil come to
collect on her
promise?

2015

5.30

http://youtube.com/watch?v=Qu2aCAXFFS4

Burying the
Ex

It seemed like a
great idea when allaround nice guy
Max and his
beautiful girlfriend,
Evelyn moved in
together. But when
Evelyn turns out to
be a controlling,
manipulative
nightmare, Max
knows it’s time to
call it quits. There’s
just one problem:
he’s terrified of
breaking up with
her. Fate steps in
when Evelyn is the
victim of a fatal,
freak accident,
leaving Max single
and ready to
mingle. Just as Max
is thinking about
moving on with
what could be his
dream girl, Olivia –
Evelyn has returned
from the grave and
is determined to get
her boyfriend
back...even if that
means transforming
him into one of the
undead.

2014

5.28

http://youtube.com/watch?v=k3vuRYFCwjo

Backtrack

Troubled
psychotherapist
Peter Bowers is
suffering from
nightmares and
eerie visions. When
he uncovers a
horrifying secret
that all of his
patients share, he is
put on a course that
takes him back to
the small hometown
he fled years ago.
There he confronts
his demons and
unravels a mystery
20 years in the
making.

2016

5.26

http://youtube.com/watch?v=dRuQys74HNQ

By the Sea

Set in France
during the
mid-1970s, Vanessa,
a former dancer,
and her husband
Roland, an
American writer,
travel the country
together. They seem
to be growing apart,
but when they
linger in one quiet,
seaside town they
begin to draw close
to some of its more
vibrant inhabitants,
such as a local
bar/café-keeper and
a hotel owner.

2015

5.23
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Dirty Grandpa

Jason Kelly is one
week away from
marrying his boss's
uber-controlling
daughter, putting
him on the fast
track for a
partnership at the
law firm. However,
when the straightlaced Jason is
tricked into driving
his foul-mouthed
grandfather, Dick,
to Daytona for
spring break, his
pending nuptials
are suddenly in
jeopardy. Between
riotous frat parties,
bar fights, and an
epic night of
karaoke, Dick is on
a quest to live his
life to the fullest
and bring Jason
along for the ride.

2016

5.19

http://youtube.com/watch?v=xO__UDkLdhU

Grimsby

Wrongfully accused
and on the run, a
top MI6 assassin
joins forces with his
long-lost, football
hooligan brother to
save the world from
a sinister plot.

2016

5.18

http://youtube.com/watch?v=sWR5uF-WK9c

The 5th Wave

16-year-old Cassie
Sullivan tries to
survive in a world
devastated by the
waves of an alien
invasion that has
already decimated
the population and
knocked mankind
back to the Stone
Age.

2016

5.17

http://youtube.com/watch?v=kmxLybfGNC4

Seventh Son

John Gregory, who
is a seventh son of a
seventh son and
also the local spook,
has protected he
country from
witches, boggarts,
ghouls and all
manner of things
that go bump in the
night. However John
is not young
anymore, and has
been seeking an
apprentice to carry
on his trade. Most
have failed to
survive. The last
hope is a young
farmer's son named
Thomas Ward. Will
he survive the
training to become
the spook that so
many others
couldn't?

2014

5.11

http://youtube.com/watch?v=F4zX--5Ils8

Pride and
Prejudice and
Zombies

A zombie outbreak
has fallen upon the
land in this
reimagining of Jane
Austen’s classic tale
of the tangled
relationships
between lovers from
different social
classes in 19th
century England.
Feisty heroine
Elizabeth Bennet
(Lily James) is a
master of martial
arts and weaponry
and the handsome
Mr. Darcy (Sam
Riley) is a fierce
zombie killer, yet
the epitome of
upper class
prejudice. As the
zombie outbreak
intensifies, they
must swallow their
pride and join
forces on the bloodsoaked battlefield in
order to conquer
the undead once
and for all.

2016

5.09

http://youtube.com/watch?v=y5N7OyoTCXg
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Student
Services

Laura is a 19-yearold university
freshman who
desperately wants
to do well in school.
She works a parttime job but cannot
make ends meet.
One evening in
which she is short
of funds, she
answers a personal
ad online by "Joe,"
57, who seeks a
female student for
"tender moments."
The pay is 100
euros per hour.
Laura pledges to do
this just once, and
three days later, she
goes to a hotel room
with Joe. And then
her spiral begins.

2010

5.05

http://youtube.com/watch?v=UDkx9MtvtX4

Triple 9

A gang of criminals
and corrupt cops
plan the murder of a
police officer in
order to pull off
their biggest heist
yet across town.

2016

5.04

http://youtube.com/watch?v=jrBIt3GEXaA

Independence
Day:
Resurgence

We always knew
they were coming
back. Using
recovered alien
technology, the
nations of Earth
have collaborated
on an immense
defense program to
protect the planet.
But nothing can
prepare us for the
aliens’ advanced
and unprecedented
force. Only the
ingenuity of a few
brave men and
women can bring
our world back from
the brink of
extinction.

2016

5.04

http://youtube.com/watch?v=RfJgT89hEME

Set in a near future,
technology-reliant
society that pits
man against killing
machines. Against
this backdrop an
elite army unit is
helicoptered to a
remote, off-the-grid
island training
facility. What starts
out as a simple
Kill Command
training exercise for
Captain Bukes and
his tight-knit unit,
descends into a
terrifying battle to
the death, as the
marines discover
the island is overrun
by an enemy that
transcends the
human concept of
evil.

2016

5.02

http://youtube.com/watch?v=TPLEjs7im9c

2015

4.98

http://youtube.com/watch?v=qlA-12MkXOQ

external_data/movies/posters/blackhat_2015.jpg

Blackhat

A man is released
from prison to help
American and
Chinese authorities
pursue a mysterious
cyber criminal. The
dangerous search
leads them from
Chicago to Hong
Kong.

external_data/movies/posters/fast_8_2017.jpg

Fast 8

Returns of an old
enemy

2017

4.97

NULL

external_data/movies/posters/ominous_2015.jpg

Ominous

Michael and Rachel
are devastated
when their six-yearold son dies in a
tragic accident.
When a stranger
offers to bring the
boy back to life,
they take the offer.
However, the child
who returns is not
the child they once
knew.

2015

4.94

http://youtube.com/watch?v=UYTPPze6kXc

external_data/movies/posters/gods_of_egypt_2016.jpg

Gods of Egypt

A common thief
joins a mythical god
on a quest through
Egypt.

2016

4.92

http://youtube.com/watch?v=tuVg_6UaQsU
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All
Cheerleaders
Die

When tragedy rocks
Blackfoot High,
rebellious outsider
Mäddy Killian
shocks the student
body by joining the
cheerleading squad.
This decision drives
a rift between
Mäddy and her exgirlfriend Leena
Miller — a loner
who claims to
practice the dark
arts. After a
confrontation with
the football team,
Mäddy and her new
cheerleader friends
are sent on a
supernatural roller
coaster ride which
leaves a path of
destruction none of
them may be able to
escape. Remake of
their own 2001
feature film.

2013

4.92

http://youtube.com/watch?v=czvG4fLpgLI

Neighbors 2:
Sorority
Rising

A sorority moves in
next door to the
home of Mac and
Kelly Radner who
have a young child.
The Radner's enlist
their former
nemeses from the
fraternity to help
battle the raucous
sisters.

2016

4.87

http://youtube.com/watch?v=X2i9Zz_AqTg

Little Dead
Rotting Hood

The residents of a
small town discover
that something
more sinister than
killer wolves is
lurking in the
backwoods: first the
wolves start turning
up dead...then
people.

2016

4.86

http://youtube.com/watch?v=OLSjSn2ZCvM

The Boy Next
Door

A recently cheated
on married woman
falls for a younger
man who has moved
in next door, but
their torrid affair
soon takes a
dangerous turn.

2015

4.84

http://youtube.com/watch?v=MgbBwovOOoc

Zoolander 2

Derek and Hansel
are modelling again
when an opposing
company attempts
to take them out
from the business.

2016

4.84

http://youtube.com/watch?v=4CL4LNWHegk

Risen

Follows the epic
Biblical story of the
Resurrection, as
told through the
eyes of a nonbeliever. Clavius, a
powerful Roman
Military Tribune,
and his aide Lucius,
are tasked with
solving the mystery
of what happened to
Jesus in the weeks
following the
crucifixion, in order
to disprove the
rumors of a risen
Messiah and
prevent an uprising
in Jerusalem.

2016

4.82

http://youtube.com/watch?v=R-R9JY4le7k

After supervillain
Shredder escapes
custody, he joins
forces with mad
scientist Baxter
Stockman and two
dimwitted
henchmen, Bebop
and Rocksteady, to
Teenage
unleash a diabolical
Mutant Ninja
plan to take over
Turtles: Out of
the world. As the
the Shadows
Turtles prepare to
take on Shredder
and his new crew,
they find
themselves facing
an even greater evil
with similar
intentions: the
notorious Krang.

2016

4.78

http://youtube.com/watch?v=VAbRg7xUtVU
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The
Ridiculous 6

When his long-lost
outlaw father
returns, Tommy
"White Knife"
Stockburn goes on
an adventure-filled
journey across the
Old West with his
five brothers.

2015

4.78

http://youtube.com/watch?v=qUp7Qgimn38

The Other
Side of the
Door

Grieving over the
loss of her son, a
mother struggles
with her feelings for
her daughter and
her husband. She
seeks out a ritual
that allows her say
goodbye to her dead
child, opening the
veil between the
world of the dead
and the living. Her
daughter becomes
the focus of terror.
She must now
protect against the
evil that was once
her beloved son.

2016

4.76

http://youtube.com/watch?v=lHspoPJ-f54

The Forest

Set in the
Aokigahara Forest,
a real-life place in
Japan where people
go to end their lives.
Against this
backdrop, a young
American woman
comes in search of
her twin sister, who
has mysteriously
disappeared.

2016

4.75

http://youtube.com/watch?v=lBgKi0XVn4A

Precious
Cargo

After a botched
heist, Eddie a
murderous crime
boss, hunts down
the seductive thief
Karen who failed
him. In order to win
back Eddie’s trust,
Karen recruits her
ex-lover and
premier thief Jack
to steal a cargo of
rare precious gems.
But when the job
goes down,
allegiances are
betrayed and lines
are crossed as Jack,
Karen, and Eddie
face off in a fateful
showdown.

2016

4.71

http://youtube.com/watch?v=NWnrow_02mA

The Trust

A pair of cops
investigating a drug
invasion stumble
upon a mysterious
bank vault.

2016

4.58

http://youtube.com/watch?v=TLspHA8m6Ac

Dad's Army

A cinema remake of
the classic sitcom
Dad's Army (1968).
The Walmington-onSea Home Guard
platoon deal with a
visiting female
journalist and a
German spy as
World War II draws
to its conclusion.

2016

4.58

http://youtube.com/watch?v=rRWlV_bhI9w

Approaching
the Unknown

Captain William
Stanaforth is on a
one-way solo
mission to take the
first steps in
colonising Mars.
Like all pioneers
throughout history,
Stanaforth will face
insurmountable
odds and life and
death decisions as
he rockets bravely
through space.

2016

4.56

http://youtube.com/watch?v=CQx2eosUlXY
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Lego ScoobyDoo!:
Haunted
Hollywood

Oooh Hollywood!
The glitz, the
glam...the Headless
Horseman?! Join
your favorite K-9
sleuth, Scooby-Doo,
along with Shaggy
and the Mystery
Inc. gang as they
find themselves in a
tinsel-town twist!
While on a VIP tour
of the legendary
Brickton Studios,
Scooby and friends
get a first-hand
experience of the
rumored hauntings
when classic movie
monsters drop in for
a creepy casting
call. There's only
one way to solve
this thriller and
save the aging
studio - it's Mystery
Inc's movie magic
time! Grab your
Scooby Snacks and
hop in the director's
chair for this allnew LEGO® movie!

2016

4.55

NULL

Central
Intelligence

After he reunites
with an old pal
through Facebook,
a mild-mannered
accountant is lured
into the world of
international
espionage.

2016

4.55

http://youtube.com/watch?v=MxEw3elSJ8M

Jane Got a
Gun

After her outlaw
husband returns
home shot with
eight bullets and
barely alive, Jane
reluctantly reaches
out to an ex-lover
who she hasn't seen
in over ten years to
help her defend her
farm when the time
comes that her
husband's gang
eventually tracks
him down to finish
the job.

2016

4.41

http://youtube.com/watch?v=WMW1pjzEhfY

Back in the
Day

A young boxer is
taken under the
wing of a mob boss
after his mother
dies and his father
is run out of town
for being an abusive
alcoholic.

2016

4.40

http://youtube.com/watch?v=FDz4WFjJ1zA

All Ladies Do
It

Diana is a Roman
wife happily
married to
sympathetic Paolo
but she is keen on
playing benign
games of seduction
with other men
while resisting the
advances of chic
lingerie shop owner
Silvio and she
narrates her
adventures to Paolo
in order to stimulate
their otherwise
monotonous sexual
life. However, under
the influence of her
lesbian friend
Antonietta and
raunchy sister
Nadia, Diana starts
to move the
ongoings further
while Paolo is still
prone to believing
that events narrated
by her are merely
fantasies.
Nevertheless, when
the French Sadean
antiques dealer
Donatien Alphonse
leaves marks on her
body, Paolo
understands that
Diana is cheating on
him and throws her
out of the house.

1992

4.28

http://youtube.com/watch?v=5_Gqr0BhS3Y
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Diablo

A young civil war
veteran is forced on
a desperate journey
to save his
kidnapped wife.

2016

4.26

http://youtube.com/watch?v=xL9F-Irm5tQ

Jeruzalem

When a couple of
American young
adults fly to Israel
to visit the city of
Jerusalem, a biblical
nightmare falls
upon the city

2016

3.89

http://youtube.com/watch?v=QTIwfN-4hZ4

Pandemic

In the near future, a
virus of epic
proportions has
overtaken the
planet. There are
more infected than
uninfected, and
humanity is losing
its grip on survival.
Its only hope is
finding a cure and
keeping the infected
contained. Lauren is
a doctor who, after
the fall of New York,
arrives in Los
Angeles to lead the
hunt for
uncontaminated
civilian survivors.
But nothing can
prepare her crack
team for the bloodsoaked mayhem
they are about to
witness as they
head into the
Californian mean
streets where
everything is
considered a trap…
From director John
(THE SCRIBBLER)
Suits, a boundarycrashing, gamechanging science
fiction thriller
featuring non-stop
action from a first
person shooter
perspective, putting
the audience in the
middle of every
fight whilst feeling
in control of every
punch thrown and
shot fired. Welcome
to the new model of
immersive action
thriller for the
hardcore video
game generation.

2016

3.74

http://youtube.com/watch?v=SllHJHiSwpo

Zoombies

When a strange
virus quickly
spreads through a
safari park and
turns all the zoo
animals undead,
those left in the
park must stop the
creatures before
they escape and
zombify the whole
city.

2016

3.64

http://youtube.com/watch?v=6nlDYtmdges

Sexual
Chronicles of
a French
Family

Three generations
of a French family
open up about their
sexual experiences
and desires after
young Romain is
caught
masturbating in his
biology class.

2012

3.63

http://youtube.com/watch?v=uZq9OfchXEE
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The Curse of
Sleeping
Beauty

Thomas Kaiser
inherits an
ancestral mansion
that has been in his
family for
generations — only
to learn that he has
also inherited an
ancient curse
stemming back to
the Crusades.
Forced into his new
role as “protector”
— the guardian
appointed to keep
the evil demons in
the house at bay —
Thomas teams with
an ambitious local
realtor and
paranormal cleric to
unravel the mystery
of the house, while
struggling to
awaken the
beautiful Briar
Rose, held captive
in a terrifying
netherworld seen
previously in his
dreams.

2016

3.25

http://youtube.com/watch?v=MHynMYcJ1zg

Norm of the
North

The stereoscopic 3D
animated family film
"Norm" tells the
story of the titular
polar bear and his
three Arctic
lemming buddies,
who are forced out
into the world once
their icy home
begins melting and
breaking apart.
Landing in New
York, Norm begins
life anew as a
performing
corporate mascot,
only to discover that
his new employers
are directly
responsible for the
destruction of his
polar home.

2016

3.13

http://youtube.com/watch?v=u8A_F5oYJGI

All About
Anna

Anna is a young
costume designer,
focused on her job
and wary of getting
caught in romantic
relationships. She
has just found a new
apartment, and is
tempted to let her
latest boyfriend,
Frank, move in with
her. Instead, she
finds a tenant: The
flamboyant, funloving Camilla, who
shares Anna’s views
on love and
commitment. For
both of them, it’s all
about fun.

2005

2.72

http://youtube.com/watch?v=nRFdmYH2RYA

